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/ w/ r 
This   report   consists   of   a   x^gxMrttTof  a   paper  read  a*  the  NATO 

Advanced Study  Institute  on  Signal  Processing held at  the   Twente 

Instä^uto  of   Technology,   Enschede,   ?he  Netherlands  cm.   12   fe« 

23  Augi*ftbr-t968. 
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OPTIMUM THEORETICAL STRUCTURES OF SONAR SYSTEMS 

EMPLOYING SPATIALLY-DISTRIBUTED RECEIVING ELEMENTS 

By 

F. Bryn 

ABSTRACT 

\ 
The paper reviews the structure of optimum active sonar systems 

employing spatially distributed receiving elements.  The systems 

considered operate in the presence of a time-variable noise field 

and in a randomly-varying transmission medium.  The required 

signal-processing operations can be divided into two groups, one 

depending upon the noise characteristics and the other upon the 

signal characteristics.  The noise-dependent processor is studied 

with special emphasis on structures that can adapt themselves to a 

time-varying noise field.  The signal-dependent processor is 

derived for some simple types of random signal distortion.  The 

signal characteristics required for the instrumentation of such 

processors are related to the impulse response of the target-medium 

combination. 
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1.     INTRODUCTION 

The  task of an active or passiva scnar  aystsn  is generally to survey  a 

finite ocean area in  the sense of detecting and locating submarines 

moving into the area.     The task involves  two ooerations:   the acquisition 

of  target information  fron  the acoustic field,   and the making of 

decisions about the target situation based upon  the acquired information. 

See Fig.   1.     In this paper we shall analyse  the operation of an active 

system.    The passive  system differs mainly  in   the type of signals to ba 

detected.    The sonar receiver is shown  in Fig.   2.     It consists of a 

sensing device usually referred to as the hydrophone array,   an information 

processing device,   and a decision device.     '.Vith  the  sensing device  we 

carry out measurements on  the  random acoustic  field in  the ocean for  the 

purpose cf detecting acoustic echo signals reflected from targets 

within  the surveyed ocean  area.    The information processing device  r-duces 

the measurements to a form required by the decision process. 

In  this paper we will describe  the optimum  structure of active sonar 

systems,    'tie begin  with  a study of the  ensemble  of received achr. signals 

and indicate how this is related to the randomness of  the transmission 

medium and the targets,     '.'/e proceed with a survey of  the elements of 

decision theory,   and point out how the optimum  structure of the processing 

device can be deduced from  the characteristics of the  input measurements. 

In many practical  situations we find that the description of the optimum 

system depends on parameters which exhibit random variations in time. 

Detection systems which   'i-jasure or estimate  the  true values of one  or 

'"       ~ ----mmimtMmmmm^mmmtmmmmmam 
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mora random parameters and adjust the structure of the processor in 

accordance with the estimates,   are referred  to as adaptive  systems.    A 

considerable part cf this ^aoor is allocated to a review of tichniquas 

of adaption to timc-variabls gaussian ambient noise  fields. 

The  signal dependent part of the  signal processor is studied in 

Chapter 5,    As is well known  the specific structure of  the processor 

can only be found for some few types of received signal characteristics. 

We  study this structure  for the small signal situation and for the cas^ 

of signals composed of gaussian  amplitude perturbations on  some mean 

signal.    The signal information required to specify  these processors is 

discussed and related to the  target-medium filters introduced in 

Chapter 2. 

2.     SONAR alGIJALS 

In  a situation involving surveillance of subnarina motion within an 

ocean area by a sonar system,   the ultimate information required from the 

system must relate to the novsmants of targets within  the  surveyed area. 

The most important information concerning each target  is its position 

and velocity relative to the  sonar system as functions of time.    Relative 

position is described in  terns of range    R,   bearing    Q   and depth    d 

whereas relative velocity  is  described in terns of relative radial 

velocity    v    and target aspect angle     cp .    Target parameters are referred 

to a point which is fixed relative to the sonar system,   e.g.  one-of the 

hydrophones in  the receiving array.    The parameters will generally  take 

on different values as we move over the aperture of the receiving array. 

5 
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■It is in fact this variation which anablas us to measure target bearing 

and aspect angle. 

With an active sonar system the desired target information can be 

estimatsd from the temporal and spatial structure of the received echo 

signals. Thus range is determined from the absolute delay between a sonar 

transmission and the received echo signal whereas bearing is determined 

from the relative arrival times of echoes on the hydrophonas of the 

receiving array. Rslativs radial velocity is determined by the change 

of timsscals of the echo signals from that of the transmitted signal and 

aspoct angle is determined from combined measurements of range and 

bearing of the individual scatterers of the target. (A system with high 

bearing and range resolution capabilities is required for such 

m3asuröWF?nts.) Finally, target depth may be estimated from the v/urtical 

direction of incidence of the echo signal or in some situations from ehe 

multipath structure of the echo signals. 

The number of parameters that influence the temporal and spatial structure 

of echo signals are much greater than the five mentioned above. Some  of 

these are associated with the targets e.g. its orientation, dimensiens and 

reflecting properties, and some are associated with the acoustic trans- 

mission properties of the ocean e.g. the refracting and scattering 

properties of the ocean volums and the reflecting properties of the ocean 

boundaries. Vie know also that some of these parameters are non-random 

while others are random timevariable quantities. The group of target 

parameters which we wish to determine by our sonar system will be 

considered to be the elements of a target parameter vector a • The 

remaining parameters which influence the echo signals will be considered 

mmmmmmmmm 
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to ba alsments of a random vector r . Although all the elaments of r 

may not be truly random in nature they will be considered to be so frcm 

the point of view of the sonar receiver which must be optimum on the 

average against these unknown parameters. The upper diagram of fig. 5 

illustrates the important fact that there are several possible echo 

signals 3 ( a] for each value of  a. In the remaining part of this 

chapter we shall introduce the concept of target impulse responses and 

show how these can be used to relate the target parameter vector  a 

tr  a family of received echo signals 3(0,). 

Let there be A hydrophencs in our receiving array and let 

h. (t , t , all i - 1| 2  A, be the echo signal received at 

time t on the i'th hydrophone from a target with parameters a in 

response to an imoulse emitted from the transmitter at time t (Ref. 1 ), 

'.Ve note that a expresses the target parameters at the moment the impulse 

impinges on the target. '.Vhsn measuring h (t , t , 3. ] we introduce 
1  1  2 

t = t + T and study the variations with T for fixed values of t . 

However, when used in convolution integrals to find the signal received 

on the i'th hydrcehone at time t  in response to a tran3mitt2d 

signal s[t] we introduce t = t - T  and consider it as a function 

of T for fixed values of t . This latter attitude will be maintained 
2 

throughout this chapter. For convenience we shall write t - t, 

t =• t - T , and h [t - T , t, a}=:h. ( T,t, a]. As a function 

of T we assume h ( t, t, a ) to be the echo signal as seen through 

the input bandwidth 3 of the sonar system. As a function of time _ t, 

it is assumed to be a stationary random function of bandwidth «B. It 

reflects the randomness residing in the target and the transmission 

medium. The set of im~jl32 responses received on the A hydro^henes 

: 
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.will be rspresentsd by the vactor valuüd function 

h (    *•,   t,     a )   =   Th    f   T ,   t,    a   ) J, i =  1,   2...  A.       (Eq. l) 

The echo signals received from the target in response to a transmitted 

sonar signal 3(t} can now be Found by convolving 5(t) with the 

individual impulse responaas. The set of received signals will be 

expressed by the vector valued function 

N  1 1 Ct, ^ } = [si (t, h.) j If      Cm m m     '»f      ^ —H •   — J 

where we hav^ .vrittcn h for h (_ T , t, a J i h. for h. (_ -r , t,  <x J 

where s. (t, h.j is obtained by convolving s(t) with h ( f , t,  a '; 

s. (t, h.} = sft) * h. ( T , t,  a ]. fe.3) 

A simple diagram illustrating the formation of s. (t, h ]  from s(t] 

is shown in fig. 3a. For subsequent discussions we shall find it 

convenient to change each h. [ T , t,  0.) into two parallel connected 

filters g (T, t, a J and r. (T , t,  a ] as shown in fig. 3b. The 

set of functions expressed by 

g t T, t, a ) = Fg ( -- , t, a ) i = 1, 2... A,  [Ea.a] 

describe the average impulse responses of the target-medium combination 

as seen on the various hydrophones. Thus g. ( T » t, a ) is the 

average signal received on the i'th hydrophone-' at time t from the 

ensemble of target-medium combinations corrosnonding to a parameter 

B 
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s(t) 
hi(t,t3o( )- 

-HJ 

• i 
Si(t,hi) 

I A 

Fig.   3a        THE  IMPULSE RESPONSE FILTERS 

s(t) gi(r,t,o() 

(t%t^|—' 

siCt,?"^!) 

Fig.   3b THE MODIFIED IMPULSE RESPONSE FILTERS 
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vector a in rsspanss to a unit impulse smittad From the transmitter at 

time t - T • The set of random filters described by 

r [ r .  t,  t   )  ^r. [ T . t, £ ]] i - 1, 2... A,  (Eq.5) 

incorporate the effects of all parameters not contained in 3, . The 

output functions are expressed by the vector valued function 

(t, a,n = [3. ct. t, ?.)], 1=1, 2... A,  (Eq.5) 

where we have written r for r [T 1 t, a J and r.  for r. [r » -1 aj 

and where 

si (t, a , r.) = s(t) * [gi C T , t, a ) + ^ ( T , t, a )1   fc. 7) 

Figure 4 illustrates the shape of g. ( T 1 ^»  a ) anä    r. C T > ^1  a 1 

as functions of T for constant t. The example refers to a linear 

receiving array, an extended target and a multipath transmission medium. 

It was stated in the introduction that decisions about the target 

situation were to be based upon measurements on the acoustic field 

propagating to the receiver. In the following we shall consider a 

"measurement" to be some approximate finite-dimensional representation 

of the acoustic pressure signals received on the hydrophones of the 

receiving array during one ping interval  T  i.e. the interval between o 

two transmissions. We shall be specific in our choice of representation 

and consider a measurement to be the amplitude values obtained by 

sampling the acoustic pressure signals received on the hydrophones of the 

ID 
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receiving array at a rate of 23    samples psr second where 8 is the 

band.vidth of the sonar signals. ?/e assume for simplicity that the 

spectra of the sonar signals have been shifted down into a lowpass 

band of width 9. The dimension of a measurement is therefore 

K = 2«A.3«T  and the dimension of an echo signal vector 2«A.8»T 
o g 

where T  is the total length of the signal. The sample values of a 
s 

measurement arranged in a suitable sequence form the elements of a 

-♦ 
measurement vector x . Applying our sampling scheme to the signals 

s [t,   a , r J of equation 5 we obtain the random signal vector 3 (. a J • 

Far a giv_-n 3. the signal vector exhibits random fluctuations from one 

ping interva. to the next. The fluctuations are caused by variations in 

th' random response functions expressed by r  = r  [   T ,   t,    a j. 

In later chapters iz  .vill ee convenient to let the dimensicn of the 

signal vector be equal to that of the measurement vector. We achieve 

this by assuming the signal vector to have one element for each samoling 

point in T . Elements corresponding to sample points outside the 
o 

signal intervals are zero. 

3.  ELEMENTS CF DECIÖICN 3Y3TcVG 

The task of the decision unit of fig, 2 is to decide which targets, 

if any, are present in the surveyed area. Targets are identified by 

their parameter vectors a . Decisions are made at the end of each • 

ping interval and are based upon the measurement x received in the 

corresponding ping interval. The vector x contains a noise component 

-» 
'n conerieing all jndesired signals appearing at the hydrophone output 

12 
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terminals including system  circuit noiss rGfarrsd to the hydroohono 

terminals. The principal components of n will be ombiant noise, 

rousrberations and in some cases flow and cavitation noise. If a 

target with parameter vector a is present a corresponding random 

signal vector 3 [ 3.] is embedded in the noise n. '.Va shall make 

th3 simplifying assumption that different values of a a*"3 mutually 

exclusive i.e. at most one target can be present in the surveyed area 

in any one ping interval. Thin assumption does not alter the basic 

structure of the signal processing device of the sonar receiver, "/e 

shall furthermore assume that values of a occurring in consecutive 

ping intervals are statistically independent. This is not strictly 

true sines the limited spsed and manouvring capabilities of real 

targots introducs dependence between successive a  ^aluss, 

Oaoision processes ars generally of two kinds: datsction processes, 

which dscide whethar any signal among the possibls signals is 

pressnb, and estimation procssses, which decide which signal or 

signals are considered to be present when a detection has been mads. 

It ma> be shown that two typss of inout information are required 

for :ithGr of the two processes. One is the conditional probability 

density  p (a/ x ) expressing the probability of the various 

tarnst vectors a aftar the measurement  x  has baen acquired. 

For the detection process we also require the posterior ^robabilicy 

p [ 0 / x ) of ths signal-absent situation. V/s obtain this from 

uquation 1C by inserting  a = 0. The othar input to the decision 

device is a cost function expressing the quality of decisions. The 

cost function is generated by the user of the system and may vary 

13 
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with time.  In this Dapsr .v.. önsll cnly be intcrastcd in z'ns  Func-icn 

p (. & / x J which exprssses the information vva need fcr th'3 decision 

procass from the measurements x . \"e  shall proceed to study this 

function in some detail and shall find that ws are usually only able tc 

generate an approximation to it. Figure 5 illustrates the relations 

between the a ,  s I. 3. J, and x spaces. The transitions from en: 
-» *,-*>, a-space to the s ( a J-space are governed by the probability 

r-» r -» w -» 1 
density function p s (. aj/ a  which reflects the statietics of the 

random response functions described by r = r (T , t, a j of 
-♦,-♦, -^ 

aquation 3. The transitions from the s (.a. J-space to the x-space is 

governed by the probability density function p I x / s l a J ' which 

depends upon the statistics of the noiss n . 3ince the noise is 

additiv': .n  can write 

p[ x / s (.a J J = pn j^x - s 1. aj C-q. a] 

n J  is the probability density function of the noiss n . 

The probability density function p [  x / a. J governing the transition 
-♦ -» 

from the  a-^pace to the ;< -space can now be written 

s 

p L x / a J =u p [^ x / s l. a J J* P i s V a / / a i« ds [ a j     UH . - > 

where the integral is over the entire s [aj-space. Applying the 

3ayes Thenrem we obtain the desired function 

(a/ x) =  p LiJp LlZi) 

P   (   x   ] 

CEq.   1C] 

14 
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oinca    p  ( x  )  is a constant for a givan msa3urrjrr,ünc .VG  ähall  writ: 

p ( x )   = C 

and 

p ( a / x ) = C . p [ a) • P [ x / a) [Eq.   10 

whare C is such that the integral of p (. a./ x J w.r.t a 'iquals any. 

.-» . -♦ 
The function p [CJ j is the probability density function of  a prior to 

-t 
the measurement x . It has frsquBntly baen argued that the function 

p ( a)  is difficult to dafina or devoid of physical meaning.  .7s jhail 

here take the attitude that the form of p [a ),  .vhether of the minimax 

typa, constant probability type or otherwise, must be chosen by the 

system user in accordance with the situation ha believes himself tc ba 

in. Presumably the system user is the best source of prior probabilities; 

he is in any case the only one available. The function p [ x / a] 

occurring in equation IG is the one we wish to obtain from the processing 

unit of the sonar receiver in fig. 2. This function will be the 

principal theme of Chapters 1 and 5. 

«e remark at this point that equation 11 may be extended to e situation 

in which it is desired to make decisions oased en a seqjanca of m 

-»  -»     -» 
consecutive measurements x . x„ ... x  i.;. *:a situations in which it 

12 m 
is desired to take into account the  statistical, depsndnnce between     a 

values obtained from a target in    m    censecutivs ping intervals. 

15 



4.  ADAPT I'TE PROCEaSING 

The structurs of the signal processing device of a detection system 

will often deaend upon on^ or more parameters characterizing'the 

input sic-^l-..  If one such parameter is known to exhibit random 

v/ariaticni .vith time, the structure of the processor can be arrived at 

in two ways. If the variations are stationary in nature and their 

statistical properties are known we can choose that processor which 

gives the best average performance. Alternatively we may carry out 

measurements in order to estimate the true value of the parameter and 

adjust the structure of the processor in accordance with the estimate. 

This technique reduces the uncertainty about the unknown parameter and 
f 
I 

imprcv:3 thi system ^srformance. Th3 latter tyne of Drocessor is 

referred tc as an adaptive erccessor. In this chapter we shall study 

processors .vhich adapt to a randomly varying noise field. 

.■ 

It was pointed out in the previous section that the infomatien required 

for ths decision process from the measurements x was contained in the 

function p (. x / aj of equation 9. The discussion about adaptive 

systems will relate to the structure of the eroceesing device from 

which p [ x /a J is obtained. Us reproduce equation 9 

P ( * / 3) = J p | x / s ( a]J -p |_ s (a ) / aj -ds [ lj 

and recall that the function P I x / s (a] I  under the integral sign 

is determined by the probability density function of the noise vector 

n in accordance with equation 8, and that P ( s (a) /a  refie'-ts 

the statistical crDp3rties of the targets and the transmission medium, 

17 
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Thü3 to obtain    P  ( * /a )    we require a noisG-depcndent procsssing 

device to pvaluate    P    x / s ( a)      for each    s ( & ]    and an averaging 

device depending upon    pi  s (a) /a    .    These are shown in fig,  5.    '.Vo 

shall proceed to study the nciss-depsndent procassor and shall leava  ^h' 

di3CU33ion of the averaging device to section 5. 

Thj discussion will proceed under the assumption that the noise is 

gaussian.    This implies that the noise-dependent orocessor depends only 

upon the second order statistical properties of the noise field.    '.Ve 

remark that a gauss.', "i-equivalent suboptimal  system may be defined from 

the second order statistics of any non-gaussian naisa Field.    Under the 

gaussian hypothesis the noise vector    n    is a K-dimensional gaussian 

random variable with probability density function (Ref.   5   Chap.  24) 

_ K 

P   ( n ) - (2 TT)      . (get   wl)        . exp - i n    . 3 . n C^.   12) 

where    n    is the noise column vector with elements    n.,     i =  1,  2...  K, 

-*t -♦ 
n    is the transpose of    n, 

9 = M      is the inverse moment matrix, 

-* i -♦ _ r        i 
M = I m .is the moment matrix of n with m, , = - n.«n .  . 

L ijJ ij   L i j J 

-♦ -» 
Det M - the determinant of M 

-»     -+ 
We note at this point that the matrices t'J and i    are real and 

-»     -»t -»      -»t 
symmetrical such that    M a M        and    ci = J       .    3y equation 8 we are 

now able to write 

IB 
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p[t /  t it]]*  (2-)    '.   (Oet Mr^exp ~ % {f - 1^ .3. (x -  s] 

D     .  exp 
n 

^X       .oJ.3   —   gS       •   >j|    •    3j (Eq.   13] 

where 

- K 
^.- i -«t       "*      -» D     =   C2TT)     ^  .   [DGt ,VI)     2  x     .   q   .   x 

and where for sinpiicity we have written    s    for    s [ a).    Fig.  7 

illustrates the formation of the  exponent 

Z=X       .   jt    ,    S   -   '£   3      •    ^    . (Eq.   14] 

of equation   13.     In many practical  situations the  olsmonts  cf  the matrix 

j =    q. .     will exhibit random variations with time.    A system which 
^  ij J 

kes^s  track cf the elements    q. .     and adjusts the  processors    F      and 

F^    of Fig.   7 in  accordance with their valu33 is the  adaotive system 

W2 are  seeking.     For reasons which will becomE clear later we shall 

rsfer  to  this  as  a regression   type   system.     Before we   study   this  in 

detail  similar adaptive  systems  based ueon  second order noise 

statistics will be reviewed briefly. 

Three  types of  signal filters applicable to dstection  and extraction 

systems have received much attention  in recent years.     They  are 

(l]     the maximum signal-to-noise ratio Filter (Ref.   11   ] 

(2]     the minimum signal  distortion or Wiener filter     (Ref.   3 ]  and 

(3]     the regression type  filter  (Ref.   2 ]. 

20 
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When used to detect ncnochrornatic signals ths spatial filtering 

properties of these filters have been shown to be identical  [nef, S ). 

Their temooral filtering properties are,  howaver,   different,  as am also 

their areas of application.     In principles tha three  filter typss can 

operate  in an adaptive mode.     An adaptive  "maximum signal-to-noise ra^ic" 

filter has bean described by Shor (Ref. 12 ]  and an adaptive Wiener filter 

by '.Vldrow at al (Ref. 13 ).     This last article is the  principal refarence 

of this chapter.    The adaptive  technique suggested for the regression 

filter to be pre3Gnt2d is taken  directly  Frcn zhz «vor::  of Jidrow st al. 

In order to expose  the  salient  Fiaturos of the adaptive  regression 

system  and avoid undue compexity we  shall assume that the  sonar system is 

ambient noise limited and  that  ths variationa in    q. .     are  small ov^r one 
ij 

interval    T  .    The reworberation field associated  .vith a moving nenar 
0 

platform is considered to exhibit too rapid variations  to be  amenable  to 

adaptive techniques.    For a stationary platform the  reverberation field, 

although rapidly varying within each oing interval,   may  exhibit slow 

variations from one ping interval  to the next when values at identieal 

positions within the ping intervals are considered.     Adaptiv-  zzchni^uzs 

may therefore be applied. 

Proceeding with the ambient-noioB-limited case we  turn   to fig. Q which 

illustrates a "mposite measurement    y      consisting of  the    j    measurem .-nt 
m • 

vectors preceding ths vector x . Thus y  contains the input data 
m m 

received in an interval of length    T    ^ j.T .    IVe shall think of   T 
.» y o y 

as an interval over which    Q    remains essentially constant.     Provided 
-» 

no  signals are present in  the measurement    y      and provided the 
^m 

variations  in the elements of  the macri.v    ^    are stationary with   cnc.vn 

22 
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statistical propsrtiea we can obtain a postarior srccabiiity 'J-jnsity 
-♦     -» -» 

function    P  (Q / y    j     of    Q,     In principle  this should b;  j3:id  to obtain 
m 

the conditional forward probability function 

pfj/ 3 (a), y]  =J   P p/1 (a). -]   . P ih VJ . ^        fa. 15} 

which takes the place of    p ^ / 3 ( a)       in equation 9.    In many cases 

the  statistical propertias of    Q    arn unkncivn  such  that    P  [ Q / y   ) 

can not b3 obtained.    We can than choose to make sstinatsa af    J    based 

on the cempasite neasurnm^nt vjctor    y    and use  the ostimatjs in 

equation   1^ to generate    z.    Th- corrsspanding processor of Fig.   7 is 

then adapting to a changing matrix    Q,    '.'.'a  shall study  two techniques  for 

ssuimacing ths matrix    J    from  the measurements    y.     -jtnctly speaking 

we  r_";jir-  that  the    y ' s    do not contain   any  signal compenentj.     Thus, 

prior to each decision interval (corresponding to    x      in Fig. 8),   .va 
m 

require a learning phase of length T  in which the characreristics of 
y 

the noise field are  assessed.    This feature appears to be common to all 

noise adapting systems.     In real systems the decision  interval is pushed 

forward along the  time  axis an amount    T      at  the beginning of each ping 
o 

interval. The noise adaption process will therefore proceed smoothly un 

to the point when a target signal appears in the received waveforms,  "ren 

thun and onwards the adaptive processor will consider the target signal 

as part of the noise field. The extent to .vhich it will succeed in 

suppressing the signal depends upon the angular velocity of the targ :t 

relative to the settling time of the processor. [The settling time is 

the time required for the adaptive processor to reseend tc a ehang-; in 

the ambient noise field.] 

?4 
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Th3   fir3C  tync  of adaptive  tachniqud will ba tcucnsd upon v/ary 

lightly.     It is thd direct aporoach of aatimating    Q     through 
-♦ 

estimates of the moment matrix    M.    Thus estimates of the   slaments 
-♦ -+ 

mj .    of    M    ara obtained in each learning incerval    T      whereupon    Q 
ij y 

is obtained through matrix inversion.     If the power s^ctra of the 

received noise waveforms and  the power spectra of the variations in  the 

moments    m. ,    are known it is a simple task to design good estimators 

for the moments    m   ..    This technique is rather impractical  since it 

requires a large number of correlators for determination of the moments 

m, .    and since it involves the operation cf matrix inversion. 
ij 

The  secend type of adaptive   technique is based jpon  the gradient-search 

method discussed in Ref.   13 .     In order to understand  "his method it is 
-» 

necessary  to point out certain oroperties of the matrix    Q    and the 

vector 

v = Q  .  x 

K 

Vh   =       I   \l  '   \ 
-t=1 

with  elements 

h  =  1,   2,   ...  K 

(-c.   ,5) 

appearing in the expression  for    z    in equation  14-,    Consider first the 

case of a tima-invariant gaussian noise field with an associated 
-♦ -♦ 

K x K dimensional symmetrical noise moment matrix M with inverse Q, 

Assuming noise only to be present, i.e. x = n, it may be shown that 

v   of equation 15 is equal to the residue rr  of the h'th 
h ., 'h 

observation element x  in x divided by the variance < ri3 > of 
h h 

this residue  [Ref.   S   Chap.  23].     Thus 

h 
11h   /     << 

25 
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It is important tc grasp ths physical significance of the residue r] 

It represents the difference between the observation element x  and 
h 

the best linear estimate    x      of    x      obtain-jd From  the remaining 

K-l     alenents of    x.    Thus 

T)      =  fx    -   x  1 
h      v h        h; 

with CEq.   18) 

\- 1  ßhr^ 
l fr 

and where the constants 3   are ad'usted to give minimum of the K hi 
residue variance    < rf >.    [The symbol   ^ / h    under ths summaticn 

h 
sign indicates  summaticn  ^vcr all    I    exceet   ;_,   = h.)    By  the gradient 

search technique the regression coefficients   a        arc adjusted  in 
^hJi 

small steps in  a systematic way such  that tho minimum value of < p,2    -' 
h 

is approached along  the path of steepest descent.    To obtain the 

desired quantities    v      of aquation  17 the residues    -n .      thus 
h ' h 

obtained must  be divided by estimates of the residue variance   ^ T1
S   > 
' h 

The gradient-search method will now be explainad in some detail. 

Referring to equation  13 we shall represent the set of coefficients 
-♦ 

H    ,    associated with the estimate    x        by ths vector     g. .    Thus 
h^ h n 

[Kl] 1,   2,   ...   (h-O,   [h+1;   ...   K [Eq.   19} 

Since     a       will change .dth time we  shall write     ß     (j)     for tha 

value of      3        in the    j'th    ping interval.    3y the gradient-3ea^c^ 
h -» 

techni'^us   ;ie  apply  ehe following recurrence  Formula to      3. 

25 



... ... 
s h (j + 1) = sh (j) + k • 7 

s 
(;.. ..,c' _q . "-- ) 

whara 

k ~ negative scalar constant controlling the r a te of convargence 
s 

and stability. 

V <Tj
2h (j) >= gradient vector of residue vari ance with r espect to 

... 
~ . 

h 

In prsctical situations we d~ not have access to thn true gradien t 

vectors . Follo•;dng Ref. 1 J we shall use the gradiant of T'l2 h ( j) 

as estimat.es for v < T)2 h (j) >. From equation 18 this gradient is 

(Eq. 21) 

whe r e x-+ ( j ) is the observation vector corr:Jsponding to the j • th 
h 

ping interval with the h'th e l ement del e t ed. Substituting this 

result for the gradient vector of equation 20 we obtain t he final 

rec~rrance formula 

... 
sh (j+1) = 

... 
s. (j) - 2 k h s • T'1 h 

Widrow e t al show that the :stimates v n2 h ( j ) 

and that thG 3l aments of B ( J~1 J · convsrge in the 
h 

(Eq. 22) 

are unbias :~ rj 

mean toward3 th~ 

tr~~ r -gression coe?ficients. Figure 9 illustrates the adaptive 

formatio~ of the quantities vh of equation 17. The estimate of the 

Nsi:jua variance <n 2 (j) > is a suitably weighted sum of the squarCJ cf 
h 

psst values of T'1 h. The number of terms in the summation de~en r1s on 

the rate of variati. .:·~ r.. f t ho; noise fi ·::ld . 
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Un to this point ths discussion of the adaptive ragression system has 

bean csntrad upon the residua of a single element of x , At a first 

glance it may annear that a seaarata adaption prcccss must b3 

instrumented for each of the K residues of the observation 

vecto-.- x. We shall show, however, that one adaptive orecessor for 

each hydrcohons channel is sufficient. To see thi= we change our 

point of view slightly and consider the regression processor as a 

digital filter applied to the sampled input waveforms. Fig. 10 

illustrates the samples belonging to an observation vector x 

arranged in A discrete time series, one for each hydrophone. Ha 

focus attention on the observation element x,  which occupies the 
h 

central position among the samples from the i'th hydrophone. Next 

we define an adaptive digital filter with weights 3  bv the relation 
h-o 

K 

(Eq. 23) 

where 

Tit = residue of observation element    x, 
h 

hh 
B 1- . »     £ /^ h,   are the variable regression coefficients which are 

h -C 
the elements of    a       of equation   19 . 

Equation 23 is obtained from equation  16 by introducing    S .   = -   > • 

The filter defined by equation 23 is the adaptive regression filter 

for the waveform from the    i'th    hydrophone.    As new samples are 

shifted into the filter successive samples of the residue waveform 

from the i'th    hydrophone are generated at the output. 

29 
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In changing from the pursly vsctor-arisnted regrassion procsssor of 

equation IB to tha filtor-oriented processor associated with 

equation 23 we have imnlicitly changnd our concepts about the 

observations    x.    Originally ths observations were generated at the 

rate of one per   T      seconds,  i.e. one per ping interval.    For the o 
filter-oriented procsssor the observations change by    A    naw samples 

introduced and   A    old samples discarded in each ping interval.    In 

order to bring out clearly the filter point of view we modify the 

terminology of squation 23 as follows 

K 
nW   ;=y ßUl     m    x imU  2|   ...  K (Eq- 24] 

where 

h        L * I    '    *ht 
I'] 

rf1*    is the output of the    i'th filter in ths h'th 
h 

sampling interval, 

x is the observation element occupying position    " l"    in 

the observation centred on sampling time    "h",  and 

9   ,      is the filter weight occupying position    " I"    among 
I 

the filter weights of the i'th filter. 

At this point ,va mention that in real systems we shall expect that 

only a limited number of observation elements x   in the naighbourhsod 

fi' of sampling time    "h"    will have significant influence upon     yf  ' 
h 

The time interval embraced by the digital filter response may then be 

considerably smaller than T  and the number of filter weights 
o 

considerably smaller than    K. 
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A bank of regression filters, one for each hydrophone and each filter 

followed by a variable gain device which effectively divides the 

filter output by an estimate of the output variance, make up the 

complete adaptive regression processor. These are shown in Fig. 11. 

The structure of each processor is as shown in Fig. 9. We note that 

a second set of identical filters are required For the signal-dependent 

-♦ t -♦  -* 
term s . Q . s of equation 14. 

5.  THZ SIGNAL DEPENDENT PRCCZSGCR 

We recall that the infarmatian required for the decision process 

-» f-*   i -* ^ 
from each measurement x was contained in the function p(_x / a J 

where  a can vary over the set of possible target parameters. 

From equation 9 

s 
n 

PC "* / a] =■ ^ P [* / 's (a } | • P i s C a) /a I • ^(a) 

In the previous section we studied the adaptive neisa dependent 

processor of a noise limited sonar receiver operating in a gaussian 

ambient noise field. This processor evaluated the function 

(equations 13 E- 17) 

P x / s [ aj  = D .axp s [ 3. J . J . x - i 3 [ J.] . j . s [ a., - 
L       j   n   L J 

(Eq. 25] 

appearing under the integral signal of equation 9, as a function .ef 

•♦»-♦■» 
s (. a>. In this section we shall study the structure of the signal 

32 
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dependent processor which evaluates  P C x / oJ  when 

p x / 3 ( a)  is as given above and  P s ( Q,] / a | i-3 knovun. 

Generally äpsa«ing the integral expression for  p ( x / n] 

given above cannot bu developed further except when  P s (a) /a 

ha3 a siTipla maih'jnatical fonn, e.g. a multivariats gausaian 

probability density function, or •.vhen th:; nx^encnt 

-♦t 
3  [ a J • >3 « * - t a  L a J • '^ . 3 {. a J 

in the exnression for      plx/s^a]      la almost always small 

ctmparod to unity such chat the first terms of a power series 

expansion may be used to reprosent     P   x / s { a]      •    "c shall 

study the structure of the processors obtaince in che^j special 

cases and comn-jnt upon the tyee of signal stacistics required for 

th:jir rcaLizaticn. 

We consider first the case vjhen      3 ( ^ ]      is composed of a 
■■♦    , -* ^ 

nnn-random part      3    v a;      and an additive gaussian perturbation 
o 

vector nus 

s L a, =• 3ci (. a.1 + u , a, 

Tlie perturtatijn vector is associated -.vith a nomenw matrix     U  [a ,. 

(As mentioned in Chapter 2 the number of elements In the signal 

vector    s L ocj      is considered to be equal to the numbur of elsmcnts 

in   x .   The matrix     'J [ aj      is therefore also a K x K symmetrical 

matrix.)    3inee     u ( a}      is gaussian wo can write down 

2a 



wmmmmm '■."■'       '     ii        inn^pip^wi 

iwtv.Bdiatsly 

-1 

P[X /a J = 3C a] . exp - t|_ x   - so ( a) ! . (_M + u [ a]     . 

with      D  ( a}  =  [2 TT )~  s .    DetCM + uCa)))"* 

< - ^0 let; 

C^q. 25} 

Wa can split equation 25 up into a product of the following two 

compononts: 

(l)  the U (a)    dependent term 

C1 = D [ a ) 3xp - i x  [_ M + U [ a} J    x and 

(2]     the    U  faj     and    s    fa]       depend-nt term 
o 

c = exp 
2 

-»t  -»t ,- -» , 
v - s (. a J , j jl + j.u(.cu i   .so (.gtJ 

If the energy in the signal parturbation component t^nde to zero, th: 

first term will tend to a constant „vhareas the second tend to 

exp z    with (see Fig. 7 and equation 1 l) 

z = u  . SQ ( a] t s  t a J . a, . s ( a J 
o o 

We see that z    contains the correlation term between the observation 

as it appears at the output of the noise dependent processor and the 

"* r -*^ 
average signal  a L ^J• 1^» however, the mean signal tends to zero 

o 

wa must work with the first term. When the elements of U ( a]  are 

35 
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small comcar^d to the alemants of    M    i.e.   For snail innut jignai-iio- 

noiae ratios,   we can writG 

D exp 
n 

-^ v . U [ a J , v 

with 
K        i 

D = (2TT )~ 2 (Qet ty *  -xp - i- ^t u ^ 

-»4-   "♦  ,  -»,     -» 
The exponont \/u. U [ aj . v can be shown to be equivalent to the 

output of an optimum energy detector searching for noise-like 

signals from a target with parametars a. This situation reeresants 

on3 of extreme signal distortion. As would be expected frcm the 

assumption of a gaussian signal psrturbaticn vector equaticn 2 shows 

that the statistical knowledge required about the signals is ths 

average value s (a 1 and the second order moments between the 
o 

-♦,-», 
elements of the signal perturbation vector u (. a j • These quantities 

must be known as functione of thi  target parameter a • 

The second special case to be studied relates to the situation where 

the standard deviation of 

. s ^ a j - -£ . s  t at.; t -i . s {. a j 

is much smaller than unity such that z    itself is almost always. 

small compared to unity. We can then use the first three terms cf a 

power series expaneion to represent pi x / s (g. ] l of aquation 13 

and obtain .vhen terms involving third and higher order signal momonts 

36 
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§u"8 discarded 

ptf/t]~on 4-on [^. tQ it] -i^ta) .a . s; it) 

+ D 
r-»t 
v  . U [ a) . v + | (v  .3  [ 

n L a a i J J (Eq. 27] 

Sines we have discarded all terms involving signal moments higher 

than the second, the processor is again described in terms of first 

and second order signal moments. 

A large amount of present-day research on thn acoustic propagation 

properties of the ocean relates to the study of the average signals 

and the second order time-space moments of the perturbation component: 

of signals transmitted over direct, surface-reflected and 

bottom-reflected paths. The relations between these signal component; 

and the physical properties of the ocean and its boundaries ars of 

primary importance in such studies. It should be noted that such 

studies, although already very complex, are not complete since the 

real sonar situation involves the transmission of signal energy 

to and from a complex extended reflector. The information required 

about the medium and targets to obtain the quantities s {. z j     and 

■♦ i- "* i U t (i J on which the signal-dependent processor depends can be 

related to the target-medium impulse responses introduced in 

Chapter 2. Speaking in terms of analogue waveforms rather than 

sampled waveforms the average signal received on the i'th 

hydrophone from 3 target with parameter  a in response to a 

37 
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transmittsd signal    3[t]    is 
GO 

P 

E r3i (t, a, ^3 j = J   E j h. ( T , t,  a ]j. 5 (t - T ) . d T 

(Eq. 28 ' 

The average signal is seen to depend upon the function 

g. CT, t,a) = E f ^ ( T, t, a] J 

introduced in uhaptcr 2 and referred to in Fig. 3b and ■♦. A 
-♦,-♦, 

typical element of the signal perturbation matrix U (. gj will be 

the average cross-product between the oerturbation signals received 

on hydrophones i and j at times t  and t . (Note that t i 

t  specify positions within a ping interval.) Thus writing 

u (i, j,   t.i t J for the matrix Dlemcnt 

u (i, j. tlf t2)  = E [[3. (t^ t ,  r.)  -(s. [t . ' , r,})] 

. [sj [t2> a , r^ ) -^: [t2,  a , rj)]} 

00    CO 

r r 
o o   L J   -   -   j 

(t1 -T^ . S Ct2 - T2) . d.^. d.r2 . s 

J jRij.C-.. -2'  t^ t2; a] . 3(t1 - Tl) .s(t2- T2) -d ^ • 
o o 

(Eq. 29} 
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^^ [t. a, v^ ETS. (t, a, r.U        and 

nijCT1'T2; ' 

We see that tha matrix elements depend upon the corralation function 

R (T, i T   :   t , t ; a] between the random components of the impulse 

responses. In Chapter 2  we assumed thr: target-medium impulse responses 

to be stationary random functions of time t. The corrsLatian function 

will then only deoend upon the timu difference t - t . Finally, if 

p. and p  are the position vectors of the i'th and  ^'th 
i     ,3 

hydrophones relative to the receiver reference point we can writs the 

time-space correlation function between two impulse responses 

flij CW V V a) R   [^    Pji   T^T^   t2-   t^t) 
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5.   coriCLusicr-j: 

Thü task of an active sonar systsm is to survey an ocsan arsa in the ssnss 

of reporting upon the movnrnents of targets entaring this area. The 

output of the system is decisions about what is considered to be the true 

target situation in the surveyed arsa. The decisions are based upon 

measurements obtained from the acoustic signals received on the hydrorhan:3 

of the receiving array. We define a "measurement" to be a suitabla finite 
i 
i 

dinrinslonal reernaentation of the acoustic waveforms received in one r:ing 

interval. Apart from the acoustic transmission properties of the ocean 

and the reflecting properties of the targets, the characteristics of the 

measurements depend upon the transmitted signal, the array geometry and 

the signal reorssentation chosen, all of vvhich are under the control of 

the system designer. 

We consider the optimum structure of a sonar receiver from the hydrophones 

to the input terminal of the decision-making device for a given measuring 

scheme i.e. for a given transmitted signal, array geometry and signal 
i 

representation.  Ve note that the complementary problem of deciding ueon 

the measuring scheme which will give optimum system eorformance for a 

given set of performance criteria is far more complex. 

There are many parameters which influence the echo signals received from 

targets in responsa to a tranenitted signal. 3ame of these relate to the 

movements and structures of targets and some to the acoustic ercpagation 

properties of the ocean and the reflecting ercperties of its boundaries. 
■ 

A sonar system is designed to provide information on some of these 

parameters, usually those directly connected with the decisions. The 
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remaining properties ai     täd as random parameters from the point of 

view of the sonar receiver! which must be constructed so as to be 

optimum in the a\/ere.ge sense against these unknown parameters. Generally 

speaking system performance and complexity goes up with the number of 

parameters includsd among the search parameters of a sonar receiver. 

Target echo signals arc always received in the presence of interfering 

noises. The most important sources of noise are ambient noise, 

reverberations and flow noise. The interfering noise field, which at 

best may bo stationary and unknown, will generally exhibit variations with 

time. In situations involving varying and strongly non-isotropic ncisJ 

fields considerable improvements in processing gain and system perfcrmnce 

may be obtained by the application of adaptive processing techniques, ".'a 

consider the application of such techniques to slowly varying gaussian 

ambient noise fields. They are in principle also applicable to the 

reverberation field from a stationary sonar platform, although with 

considerable increase in system complsxity, and to flow and cavitaticn 

ncisa fields which remain stationary over time intervals long anough to. 

permit adaptation. The adaptive processor for gaussian noise defends 

only upon second order noise moments. Gaussian-equivalent suboptimum 

adaptive systems may be designed upon the second order moments of any 

non-gaussian noise field. 

It was mentioned above that the family of echo signals appearing at the 

hydrophones of a sonar system depend on a large number of parameters 

relating to the characteristics of the targets and the ocean. The echo 

signals are described in terms of some of these parameters, the 

"search -arameters", the remaining ones being treated as random parameters. 
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Xhus for 3ach sat of valaas of thu  "search parametars" ther^ sxists an 

ansambls of possibls acho signals and tha corresponding receivsr channel 

must be optimum in the average sense against this signal ensemble,    A 

practical useful formulation for tha average receiver channel can only be 

obtained for some simple cases,  e.g. when    the echo signals consist of 

gaussian amplitude perturbations on some mean signal or when tha input 

signal-to-noise ratio is low enough to permit a description of the 

channel in terms of first and second order signal moments.    The 

description of the receiver channel for these cases contains terms 

indicating a cross-correlation between  tha received waveforms and the 

mean signal,   and energy detection of the signal perturbation comnanant. 
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